
Special Selectboard Meeting 1 

Tuesday, January 3, 2023 2 

Meeting Minutes 3 
 4 

Subject to approval by the Selectboard 5 
NOTE:  The meeting was held both remotely via video conferencing and with 6 

some present in the Town Offices Conference Room 7 
 8 

Members Present: Brian Carpenter, Dan Brown, Heather Seeley, Isabel Gogarty, Andy 9 
Hooper and Farhad Khan.  Lindsey Fuentes-George was absent. 10 
 11 
Staff Present: Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay, Assistant Town Manager David 12 

Sophrin and Chief of Police Tom Hanley. 13 
 14 

Also Present:  Interested parties. 15 

 16 

1. Call to Order 17 
 18 

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chair Carpenter. 19 

 20 
2.  Approval of Agenda 21 

 22 
Khan moved to approve the agenda and Seeley seconded the motion.  23 
 24 

There were no changes to the agenda, so the motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 25 
and the agenda was approved as presented.  MOTION PASSED. 26 

 27 

3. Approval of Consent Agenda 28 

 29 
Khan moved to approve the consent agenda as presented, and Seeley seconded the 30 

motion. 31 
 32 

3a. Approval of Minutes of the December 13, 2022 & December 27, 2022 Regular 33 
Selectboard Meetings 34 
 35 
3b. Acceptance of Selectboard Subcommittee Meeting Minutes 36 

 12/21/2022 - Middlebury Energy Committee - Meeting Minutes 37 

 38 
3c. Selectboard Letter of Support Re: VELCO’s Application to Expand Quarry Road 39 
Substation.  Following up on VELCO’s 11/29/2022 presentation to the Selectboard, 40 

VELCO is requesting that the Town of Middlebury provide a letter of support to the 41 
Vermont Public Utility Commission for the proposed Middlebury Substation Project on 42 
Quarry Road. 43 
 44 

3d. Town Manager’s Report 45 

• Middlebury Resource Recovery Center - Broke ground on their new facility 46 
in Middlebury on 12/15/2022 47 



• Vacancy - Town’s Representative on the Addison County Economic 48 
Development Corporation (ACEDC) Board of Directors 49 

• 2022 Northwest Vermont TOD Grant - Addison County Regional Planning 50 
Commission - Grant Opportunity - Town Letter of Commitment - The 51 
Commission is seeking to gauge interest from communities in developing 52 
compact, connected, and walkable communities.  53 

 54 

Seeley noted the paragraph regarding commitment to Town staff hours in the Northwest 55 
Vermont TOD Grant Letter of Commitment. 56 
 57 
The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. MOTION PASSED. 58 
 59 

4.  Citizen Comments 60 

 61 

Laura Asermily said when preparing the budget, we need to realize we are in a climate 62 
emergency, and we need to think of that in everything we do. 63 
 64 

5.  Agenda Placeholder 65 

 66 
6. Continued Review of Draft FY24 General Fund Budget 67 

 68 
Ramsay said she had no major budget savings to report and introduced Fred Kenney, 69 
Executive Director of the Addison County Economic Development Corporation. 70 

 71 
6b. Presentation on Proposed Annual Funding - Addison County Economic 72 

Development Corporation (ACEDC)- Fred Kenney 73 

 74 

Kenney said they are requesting $7,000 in Town funds, which is the same amount 75 
they’ve requested for at least the past 10 years.  He said the ACEDC is one of 12 76 
economic development corporations in Vermont, and they are independent, nonprofit 77 

organizations that are overseen by boards.  He said each organization gets a state 78 
grant and for that grant they act as coordinators for economic development in each 79 

region and they are the hands and feet on-the-ground to do the work to reach the State 80 
economic goals.   81 
 82 

He said ACEDC serves as a one-stop-shop of businesses services, and if they don’t 83 
provide the service themselves, they connect the business with the person or service 84 
needed.  He said they have two full-time employees, himself, a grants manager, and a 85 
¾ time office manager and their annual budget is just under $300,000, which is made 86 

up of the State grant, about 20% from other grants, 19% from services provided,15% 87 
from business member dues and 6% from municipal contributions.  He said 68% of the 88 
budget goes for wages and benefits, 17% for professional services like accounting, 89 
marketing, and communications, about 4% for insurance, 3% for rent and 8% for other 90 
expenses. 91 
 92 



He listed some of the highlights for their fiscal 2022 year when they made about 111 93 

business visits in the county, held 11 events (webinars) with 240 participants and 3 94 

workforce development events, such as a job fairs.  He said they also applied for, or 95 
assisted in applying for, grants and loan applications totaling around $1.8 million and 96 
provided an extensive list of grants received and what they were used for. 97 
 98 
He said ACEDC is partnering with the Addison County Regional Planning Commission 99 

(ACRPC) to create a comprehensive regional economic development strategy that is 100 
almost complete, and it covers four regions; Chittenden, Addison, Rutland, and Central 101 
Vermont, and once it is complete, ACEDC and ACRPC will take the work from that and 102 
develop an economic development strategy for just Addison County.  103 
 104 

He said they are working on finalizing the Regional Priority Project List and will be 105 

submitting it to the Agency of Commerce who uses this list to score projects against 106 

State funding and they share it with Federal partners to use to score their applications 107 
as well.  He said this year there are 13 projects. 108 

 109 
He said they have been working some with Summit Housing on their project and 110 

continue to work with EcoGlobal and DuBois Dairy on their projects that are now in the 111 
phase of seeking capital for their projects.  He said he is also hoping to develop a 112 
business incubation space over the next few years, since there is a lack of space 113 

available to these new businesses. 114 
 115 

Hooper said there had been a lot of Federal funds available the last few years and 116 
wondered if Kenney thought there would be funding constraints in the future.  Kenney 117 
said there is still some ARPA and Federal money trickling down, especially for 118 

infrastructure, so hopefully we can obtain some of those funds, but going forward he 119 

thinks there will be less money available. 120 
 121 
Resident Judy Wiger-Grohs asked what ACEDC was doing to implement green 122 

infrastructure strategies, techniques, and ideas. Kenney said they don’t implement the 123 
projects; they simply help people find funding. He said they would like to design an 124 

incubator space, and if they did that it would be built to the best of their ability and 125 
funding to green standards, and they partnered with Efficiency Vermont to bring 126 
$172,000 in Grants to Addison County who were implementing energy efficient projects 127 
and equipment to make their operations for energy efficient, so that is how they’re 128 

involved and participate in the Addison County Climate Economy organization who work 129 
with individuals. 130 
 131 

Brown said the $7,000 the Town contributes is more than multiplied in what comes back 132 
to the community and they appreciate the work they do. 133 
 134 
 135 

 136 
 137 



6c. Presentation on Proposed Annual Funding - Middlebury Community TV - Kurt 138 

Broderson 139 

 140 
Executive Director of MCTV Kurt Broderson said they have a staff of 2.4 employees and 141 
their budget is about $150,000, with about 80% of that from Comcast subscribers that is 142 
passed through Comcast to them.  He said they also subcontract with Ilsley Library for 143 
the Technology Coordinator position for their technology programs.  He said their 144 

annual request for Town funds is $5,000.  He said the Selectboard meeting is one of the 145 
few events they live stream and there is an average of 50 people that watch.  He said 146 
they have a Board of 7 people some from various organizations, such as Ilsley Library, 147 
Addison Central School District and the Middlebury Selectboard. 148 
 149 

Hooper said cable TV is being fragmented and this must impact MCTV funding.  150 

Broderson said they monitor this closely and are concerned about people cutting cable 151 

subscriptions since this is where 80% of their funding comes from, but there are 152 
currently around 2,000 cable subscribers in the Middlebury area, and Vermont is 153 

somewhat sheltered from the national scene because there aren’t that many other 154 
options available. 155 

 156 
Ramsay said these two presentations were part of the annual review of 3-5 nonprofit 157 
agencies as required in the appropriations policy, and Tri-Valley Transit will present at 158 

the January 10th meeting, but no one else will be coming in this year unless the Board 159 
has a specific agency they’d like to hear from. She said there have been no requests for 160 

increase in funding from any agency this year. 161 
 162 

7. Town Meeting Warning (First Draft) 163 

 164 

Carpenter said this first draft of 2024 Town Meeting Warning includes the Town Finance 165 
Department’s proposal to shift the Town’s Property Tax Schedule from a 3-bill cycle to a 166 
2-bill cycle.  He said the memo from staff on the rationale for shifting the billing cycle 167 

from 3 payments to 2 makes sense.  168 
 169 

Seeley said they’d attempted to make this change a couple of times and the community 170 
wasn’t in favor of it, so they would have to make sure it was a good presentation this 171 
time.  Carpenter said the rationale the other times was a little bit different.  Ramsay said 172 
that was why she had Finance Director Nicolas Gill prepare the memo on the rationale 173 

and she thinks he provides a convincing argument on it.  She said we did not clearly 174 
articulate the impact it has on our disadvantaged citizens and the anxiety felt when they 175 
receive a large tax bill before their Homestead discount is applied by the State.   176 

 177 
Khan said he’s still concerned the installment payments will be higher with 2 instead of 178 
3, but Carpenter pointed out the memo says they can get an estimate of their taxes and 179 
can budget for these payments so they can start making payments.  Carpenter said it 180 

doesn’t make sense to send out the tax bills before their accurate.  Seeley said maybe 181 
part of the conversation needs to be about establishing a payment plan with the Town, 182 



and making it clear what the options are.  Carpenter said perhaps an article in the 183 

newspaper would help. 184 

 185 
Ramsay said it was just learned today that the MUHS auditorium will be available for the 186 
Town Meeting. 187 
 188 
8. Middlebury Diversity Report/Racial Equity Survey Results; Possible Next Steps 189 

(Postponed due to consultant’s inability to attend) 190 
 191 

9. Update on Municipal Carbon Footprint – Yearly Progress Report 192 
 193 
Energy Committee members Howard Widelitz and Richard Hopkins joined the Board.  194 

Widelitz said 2 years ago the Town adopted a resolution to reduce the Town’s carbon 195 

emissions by 80% by 2030, and maybe we haven’t made as much progress as we’d 196 

like, but we do have future projects that will help us get there by maybe 2030. 197 
 198 

Hopkins said prior to the Board adopting the Resolution, the Board wanted to know if it 199 
was possible to reduce the carbon emissions by this much, so the Committee 200 

established three strategies to reach the goals in then 10 years.  He said every time we 201 
have a fossil fuel generated piece of equipment (vehicles or HVAC systems) that is 202 
reaching the end of its life and needs to be replaced, it needs to be replaced by an 203 

electric equivalent if possible.  He spoke on the fact that Green Mountain Power (GMP) 204 
is almost entirely carbon free, so if we convert as much as possible to electricity, it 205 

doesn’t matter how much you use it won’t impact the green house gas emissions.  He 206 
said the Town staff has been very cooperative in using biodiesel when possible, 207 
weatherizing and adjusting thermostats, and there is the potential for an anaerobic 208 

digester at the Wastewater Plant.  He said also the elimination of using lime in the 209 

wastewater treatment will also help eliminate greenhouse gases. 210 
 211 
He said the good news is there has been a 45% reduction in CO2 emissions over a 212 

four-year period, so we’re almost half-way to the goal without a lot of effort.  He said the 213 
bad news is that this reduction is attributed to the lower-carbon GMP electricity, so we 214 

need to reduce a lot more to get to that 80% and the longer we wait the harder it will be 215 
to reach it.  He showed a chart that showed there is almost no reduction in diesel, 216 
gasoline, heating fuel or natural gas in the past 4 years.  He said we would need to 217 
reduce our emissions by 13% each year to reach the goal and if we follow this strategy, 218 

the Town’s electric bills will increase while the fuel bills will go down. 219 
 220 
Hopkins said the Board makes many decisions and all they’re asking them to consider 221 

is to switch to low-carbon fuels every time they make a decision. 222 
 223 
Hooper said he thinks the problem is going to be the reduction of biodiesel considering 224 
the heavy truck and equipment needed.  Hopkins said there are technical difficulties 225 

since the fuel doesn’t do well in cold weather, so it’s just a three-season fuel, but new 226 
diesel vehicles run better on biodiesels than old diesel vehicles, so there is some 227 
progress there, and he believes there will be more options available in a few years. 228 



 229 

Carpenter said they had been trying to convert some of our smaller vehicles but weren’t 230 

able to recently due to availability and dependability, but it’s still early in the process of 231 
electrification of these vehicles. 232 
 233 
Wiger-Grohs asked what kind of impact the local airport traffic had on greenhouse gas 234 
emissions.  She said it seems the possibility of increasing local air traffic is not in line 235 

with what you’re saying.  Hopkins said this presentation is only on the emissions 236 
produced by the Town of Middlebury, and while it’s true aircraft is significant to the 237 
impact on greenhouse gases, it isn’t relative to the Town.  Wiger-Grohs said she thinks 238 
the Selectboard need to take this into consideration.  239 
 240 

10. Presentation by Police Chief Hanley on Possible Changes to  241 

Proposed Noise Ordinance Amendment 242 

 243 
Chief Hanley said he had eliminated the unnecessary language in the Ordinance and 244 

keep it as simple as possible.  He said they followed the recommendation made by 245 
making the quiet hours 10:00 p.m. on weekdays and 11:00 p.m. on weekends.   246 

 247 
Hanley said there had been questions about activities not permitted under public 248 
assemblages, and that is not something this ordinance is going to address.  He said if 249 

there is a decision to have a license for these events, it will be something done outside 250 
of this ordinance, either as an amendment to the public assemblage permit or 251 

something else. 252 
 253 
Khan asked about why New Year’s Eve and the Fourth of July were singled out as 254 

holidays in the ordinance. Hanley said that wording is from the original ordinance, and 255 

he believes it’s because those two holidays are typically the ones where there are loud 256 
noises and fireworks after 10:00 p.m.  Khan asked him to include “for example” before 257 
those two holidays. 258 

 259 
Brown asked if we enact this ordinance is there a way the College can deviate from this 260 

to have an event later than the times in the Ordinance.  Hanley said he tried to keep that 261 
out of the Noise Ordinance and believes there’s a way to amend the Public Assemblage 262 
Permit, and while it isn’t a public event, there is language in the Public Assemblage 263 
Ordinance about other events. 264 

 265 
Resident Fred Dunnington had offered suggestions for language for the Noise 266 
Ordinance to address the prima facie hours concern for the College and residential 267 

areas where student housing is next to private residences, but he understands Hanley’s 268 
reasoning about not including that language and supports Chief Hanley’s decision. 269 
 270 
Resident John Tenny said he appreciates the work done on the Noise Ordinance and 271 

that it is focusing on residential neighborhoods.  He said the first paragraph is really the 272 
entire essence of the ordinance and then states anytime there is a noise it is a 273 
subjective and he hopes it would be recognized that in fairness to what is considered 274 



the standard customary atmosphere in a neighborhood is, and what isn’t in line with that 275 

should be controlled and be mindful of protecting the neighborhood to reasonable times. 276 

 277 
There was discussion on how this would address the Middlebury College concerns.  278 
Dunnington stated there were challenges in trying to work with the Public Assemblage 279 
Ordinance that was adopted back in the early 70’s and it only applies to events on 280 
public property, so whether you do it now or later, you need something that gives you 281 

the right to license events on the College campus and not leave it up to guessing if it’s 282 
under the police prevue. 283 
 284 
Gogarty said once the Noise Ordinance passes, she’d like to keep track of where the 285 
complaints are coming from and are there houses that are repeat offenders.  Hanley 286 

said they keep track of all this information at the Police Department and need the 287 

information for enforcement of the Nuisance Ordinance, and there have been a few over 288 

the years.   289 
 290 

Kevin McGrath of 51 North Pleasant Street had asked that they turn back the Friday 291 
and Saturday night noise ordinance times to 11:00 sends the right message that noise 292 

is taking seriously, so he appreciates that.  He said the college parties he’s had to 293 
endure have ended between 12:30 to 1:00 a.m., so rolling it back to 11:00 will bring 294 
back some normalcy.  295 

 296 
Wiger-Grohs asked about a Noise Ordinance along School House Hill area and 297 

Burnham Drive area for the airport.  Carpenter said this Ordinance is townwide and 298 
includes East Middlebury. Wiger-Grohs asked what is being done about the airport 299 
noise.  Seeley asked Wiger-Grohs how many times she’d called the police department 300 

with a noise complaint at the airport. Wiger-Grohs said they were instructed to call 301 

VTrans, but if they want them to call the police department, then they will call them 302 
repeatedly, but the Police Department doesn’t have jurisdiction there. 303 
 304 

Khan moved to approve the proposed amendments to the Ordinance for the Regulation 305 
of Noise.  Hooper seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent.  306 

MOTION PASSED. 307 
 308 
Ramsay reminded the Board these amendments are subject to the final public hearing 309 
on the amendments on January 24th. 310 

 311 
11. Airport Master Plan & Upcoming Close of State Public Comments Period 312 

 313 

Carpenter said the time to make public comments on the Middlebury Airport Master 314 
Plan is ending soon, so asked the Board if they had any additional comments to make 315 
other than the ones in the letter previously sent to VTrans.   316 
 317 

Resident and airport neighbor Ross Conrad said the energy and climate situation has 318 
been brought up already this evening, and if you look at the airport Master Plan there 319 
are only a few paragraphs addressing climate, so the Board might want to consider the 320 



Master Plan address the possibility of providing an alternative fuel for the airplanes, 321 

because nothing like that seems to be considered in the Plan.  Carpenter said that 322 

seemed like a reasonable request and it was the first time they’ve heard that 323 
suggestion. 324 
 325 
John Tenny said he was representing Sean Flynn who has submitted an application for 326 
a multi-unit hangar at the airport.  He said since there have been questions raised about 327 

whether or not there is a demand for hangars, that need is represented by this 328 
application for this five-unit condominium hangar.  He said Flynn is also in support of 329 
measures to get the best efficiency and climate protection as possible. He said they are 330 
also applying for a new water main to the south end of the airport to enhance fire 331 
protection.  Tenny said the hangar application is in limbo in the zoning office while they 332 

wait for the master plan approval. 333 

 334 

Carpenter said although they have discussed noise issues previously, it might be a 335 
reasonable request to ask for a clear line of communications when there are noise 336 

concerns at the airport.  He said a lot of noise issues are with the National Guard and a 337 
lot of those can be addressed as they try to be good neighbors, but we don’t have 338 

control over their maneuvers, nor does VTrans.  Doug Gurnee said there are no lights at 339 
the airport, so the only noise at night would be from the Guard training, so any 340 
complaints need to be more specific. 341 

 342 
Seeley said she thought it was more about getting a response to the complaint, not the 343 

procedures to make one.  Gogarty said they also need a response in a timely manner, 344 
since there have been comments that there are long response times. 345 
 346 

Laura Asermily said she was on the Public Health and Safety Committee when the topic 347 

of noise at the airport came up and at that time it was established that complaints 348 
needed to go to VTrans, but they were supposed to give a report to the Middlebury 349 
Police so it could be tracked.  She suggested the Board request a quarterly report on 350 

noise complaints be supplied to the Town of Middlebury.  She said she also agrees with 351 
Ross’s suggestion for the electrification of everything and she is concerned about the 352 

impact of air traffic on the climate and that is something that should be considered when 353 
thinking about the future of any airport. 354 
 355 
Ross Conrad suggested the following sentence be used regarding future energy 356 

efficiency at the airport.  “All future airport development should strongly consider and 357 
plan for infrastructure that will meet the needs of non-fossil fuel aircraft and ground 358 
vehicles and building and hangar designs should meet the latest building energy 359 

efficiency standards.” 360 
 361 
Carpenter said he thought they should refresh the Board’s letter to VTrans and let them 362 
know the reporting is still not going smoothly, and Conrad’s suggestion to address a 363 

topic that is near and dear to our community should be in the Master Plan.  Seeley said 364 
she thought the suggestion of a quarterly or semi-annual report of any complaints made 365 
against the airport, along with a suggested resolution. 366 



 367 

Tenny wanted to make the Board aware that construction of all the buildings and 368 

hangars at the airport are subject to the Vermont Commercial Building Energy Codes, 369 
so there is a lot of oversight there and the energy codes have increased over the years. 370 
 371 
Resident and airport neighbor Andrew Sambrook said back in April the Board promised 372 
that when the Master Plan was in its final form there would be a presentation directly to 373 

the Selectboard and he wondered if that commitment will be fulfilled.  He said given the 374 
comments and time spent on this, there definitely an opportunity to debate the pros and 375 
cons of the airport, from the point of the view of the Town of Middlebury and not from 376 
the viewpoint of VTrans.  He said the two public meetings held by VTrans was their 377 
point of view, so he had thought the commitment made in April was for a slightly 378 

different take. 379 

 380 

Carpenter said he feels the Board has been debating the airport all year and since the 381 
Board has limited control over it, and there are other issues such as housing for families 382 

and childcare that the Board needs to address, and they only have so much energy.  He 383 
said he felt they had gained a concession and he’s ready to turn to other issues that 384 

impact more people than just the ones concerned with the airport. 385 
 386 
Sambrook said the Board did write the letter to VTrans regarding four concerns: 387 

environmental safeguards, the protection of the Town’s water source, amending the 388 
hangar locations and improvements to Airport Road.  He asked if the Board had heard 389 

any response on these concerns.  Carpenter said VTrans has addressed three of those 390 
four concerns, and the Airport Road improvements will be triggered as the traffic count 391 
increases.  Sambrook said to some people the airport is a place for recreational flying 392 

and a hobby, and their concern is hangars to protect the airplanes from the harsh winter 393 

weather, but for the residential homeowners around the airport it goes to the quality of 394 
life, noise, and pollution, so their concerns are different from the ones that use the 395 
airport and the Selectboard need to consider the concerns of the residents.   396 

 397 
Carpenter asked Ramsay about including a sentence in the letter about the complaints, 398 

and Ramsay said she would address that and ask for a semi-annual report. 399 
 400 
Khan moved to authorize the Town Manager to draft an additional written letter from the 401 
Selectboard, to be submitted to the Vermont Agency of Transportation, further 402 

summarizing the position publicly statement by the Selectboard this evening.  Seeley 403 
seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. MOTION PASSED. 404 
 405 

12. Approval of Check Warrants 406 
 407 
Gogarty moved to approve total expenditures in the amount of $280,303.10, consisting 408 
of $166,336.08 for accounts payable, and $113,967.02 for payroll, for the period 409 

December 28, 2022 through January 3, 2023.  Seeley seconded the motion.  The 410 
motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent.  MOTION PASSED. 411 
 412 



13.  Board Member Concerns 413 

 414 

Hooper said Fred Kenney had mentioned the plastics plant and he wondered what was 415 
happening.  Carpenter said Kenney had said they were trying to find funding. 416 
 417 
Brown said at the last meeting the Board approved purchasing a generator for Halladay 418 
Road and he wondered if a generator would be purchased for Halpin Road as well, 419 

since during the power outage Dundon’s had to come and pump it out every two hours 420 
and then a generator appeared about 24-hours later. 421 
 422 
Brown also asked if there was any interest in anyone running for Town Clerk and 423 
wondered if there was something the Board could do to help this along.  Ramsay said 424 

there had been a couple of inquiries, but she doesn’t believe anyone has submitted a 425 

petition.  Carpenter said once someone has taken out a petition, they could be invited in 426 

to introduce themselves at a Board meeting. 427 
 428 

Seeley just wanted to thank the Green Mountain Power linemen, the road crews and the 429 
police and fire department, who put in such a great effort during the storm on Christmas 430 

weekend.  Brown said the Public Works crew was great. 431 
 432 

14.  Executive Session 433 

 434 
There was no Executive Session needed at this meeting. 435 

 436 
15.  Adjournment 437 

 438 

The meeting adjourned at 9:02 p.m. upon motion by Hooper, seconded by Seeley. 439 

 440 
The next regular meeting of the Middlebury Selectboard will be Tuesday, January 10, 441 
2023 in the Town Offices. 442 

 443 
Respectfully submitted, 444 

Beth Dow 445 
 446 
 447 
 448 


